A must! Chamonix famous mountain village at the foot of Mont Blanc massif. Take the cable car and watch the Alps from the sky on a
paraglider.
Information

Description

Tour name

GENEVA: Chamonix-Mont-Blanc - Aiguille du Midi - Paraglide

Code produit

KTG194

Opening

Daily

Time

8:00am Geneva Airport or hotel
8:30am Bus Terminal (Place Dorcière)

Description

Upon arrival in Chamonix, take the cable car up to 3842m above sea level to enjoy an exceptional view. The view
of the surrounding mountains and the Chamonix Valley offers a breathtaking spectacle! In 90 minutes by bus, we
follow the picturesque valley of the river Arve to Chamonix, one of the most famous mountain villages at the foot
of the exceptional and majestic massif of Mont Blanc, the highest mountain in Europe 4807 m.
Upon arrival in Chamonix, take the cable car up to 3842m above sea level to enjoy an exceptional view. The view
of the surrounding mountains and the Chamonix Valley offers a breathtaking spectacle! From the top,
incomparable panorama of the Chamonix valley, high mountains of the Alps in France, Switzerland and Italy
fantastic universe of the high mountain! The most famous cable car takes you in the world, after a vertiginous
aerial voyage, up to the Aiguille du Midi (3842 meters). This mountain site equipped for your comfort and security,
offers a unique panorama, 360, of the majestic Mont Blanc and its entire massif.
The Chamonix valley is even more beautiful view of the sky. Done a paragliding jump from Plan Praz. The
stunning views are breathtaking ...
Accompanied by one of our instructors, you will only be guided and enjoy your first paragliding, it's a magical
moment
Flight time: up to 30 minutes and the total ascent: 1100m

Duration of

10h

circuit
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Departure

8:00am Geneva Airport or hotel
8:30am Bus Terminal (Place Dorcière)

Return point

18:30 Geneva bus station or Geneva airport

Guided tours

With Guide

Important

You will be crossing the Franco-Swiss border The Passport is indispensable. Visa whenever applicable.
Thank you for noting that the cable car or the train could not work due to bad weather: strong wind and or
technical problems.

Children

Children under 2 years old are prohibited from taking the Aiguille du Midi cable car

information

Child from 4 to 12 years, applicable child price
Paragliding from 4 years

Included

Bus transportation
Guide
Cable car
Paragliding flight

Excluded

Lunch
Mer de Glace

Complementary Please carry very small bag for the flight
information

Appropriate shoes and clothes for outdoor / mountain sport required
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